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Queen Anne's Lace lying like lilies on water; it glides so from the
walker, it turns dry grass to a lake, as the slightest shade of
you val-leys my mind in fa-bu-ous blue Lu-cernes.
The beautiful changes as a forest is changed by a chameleon's...
tu-ning his skin to it; As a man-tis, ar-ranged on a green leaf,

As a man-tis, ar-ranged on a green leaf,
grows in to it, makes the leaf lea-fi-er, and proves a-ny green-ness is

(mm...)

proves a ny green ness is

proves a ny green ness is

makes the leaf lea-fi-er, and proves a-ny green-ness is
Your hands hold greener than anyone knows.
roses always in a way that says they are not only yours;
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wish-ing e-ver to

beau-ti-ful chang-es in such kind ways, wish-ing e-ver to

beau-ti-ful chang-es in such kind ways, (mm...)

wishing ever to
sun-der things and Thing's selves for a se-cond fin-ding,
to lose for a moment all that it touches back to wonder.
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